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How can you make infinity
fit in 1 m 2?

The full concept
The VX25 is a new short distance display that can virtually project to infinity. When placed at an actual distance of 0.80 cm from the Eye Refract, it enables
a refraction that is identical to and as precise as a projection to infinity. This refraction solution is also a valuable space saver with a dedicated table
(measuring 0.5 m2) and screen.

Measurement of distance vision
in small spaces

Fully automatic
lens analyser
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OR

Automatic adjustment, with the
help of a visual health professional.
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Remote control
via the tablet

SPACE SAVING CONFIGURATION
80 cm

0.5 m2

This screen is designed to provide optimal results in the examination room thanks to its ergonomic
design, streamlined style, and the many tests it offers.
It can be used to establish a diagnosis for visual acuity and binocular vision.
• No need to use a standard projection or mirror image
• Conditions that are close to natural, projection to infinity that reduces accommodation.
• High contrast and natural head position.
• The short distance display has its own independent environment/lighting
• Broad array of chart choices
• High test regularity (even spacing between letters)
• Effective anti-glare coating, matt black screen
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ABOUT LUNEAU TECHNOLOGY

The Luneau Technology Group develops and commercialises high tech equipment for the visual health market.
Thanks to their recognised expertise and experience, Luneau Technology enables everyone to access technology
through major innovations used by eye health professionals.
With the Visionix® brand, a pioneer in wavefront analysis, Luneau Technology offers eye health professionals
technology that can be used to quickly and efficiently diagnose vision problems and pathologies that their patients’
eyes may be suffering from.
Luneau Technology’s Briot® and Weco® brands meet the requirements of opticians for grinding and finishing in a
way that improves their day-to-day work.
Luneau Technology is a multinational business with 12 subsidiaries in Asia, America, and Europe, more than 162
distributors, and 2 production sites located in France and Israel.
Contact
François Redais
Product specialist
f.redais@luneautech.com
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